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FlexPath Movement | Nacole’s FlexPath Wrap Up
00:01
[Music]
This journey has been amazing. It’s been an experience that I can say I’ve loved
from beginning to end. My son is now five, I am pregnant. I’m due in two and a half
weeks. But I did it and I got my MBA.
Nacole Riccaboni* – Master of Business Administration
*Actual FlexPath student compensated for appearing in Capella promotional materials.

00:16
[Back to school with Nurse Nacole]
Today marks the beginning of my MBA journey. I’m a nurse here in Florida. I work
night shifts so usually I’m sleeping during the day. I love this program because it’s
so flexible. I feel in charge of my education which is really really weird.
00:31
One of my biggest challenges was balancing life and work. I have a family so when
I signed up for this I had to be really realistic in what I could do and how I could
stretch myself. With FlexPath, I was able to make adjustments. It was able to work
with me in my lifestyle in any sort of life transitions that I had.
00:31
[Nacole balances life with FlexPath]
And these couple months have been crazy. I went from bedside to advanced
practice provider and it was really stressful for me and my family with this new job.
Luckily, I have the FlexPath option where I can change my target dates to further in
the term and I’m doing much better now.
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01:06
One of the best features was that I was able to change my deadlines. I would look
at my son’s schedule, I would then give my calendar to my husband and I would do
the deadlines based on my life.
01:17
[Nacole’s FlexPath wrap up]
I am more than halfway through my MBA. I am two classes away. I am one class
away from getting my MBA and boy am I excited.
01:17
[Nacole’s FlexPath wrap up]
I am done with my MBA. I’ve learned so much. The FlexPath track works around
your lifestyle. It’s been nothing but an amazing experience.
01:17
[Music]
I’ve learned so much about me. It’s increased my professional profile. It can be very
stressful to do that first step, to start a class. And you don’t really know what you’re
getting into usually until you’re actually there, but with FlexPath it was like, home.
[Music ends]
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